Testing the Energetic Consumption of Software: **Why** and **How**
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Why Energy (and its consumption) is Important?
Why Energy is Important?

**Global Energetic Model**

Mankind, has evolved further than in a biological way.

It has also evolved through the increased use of technology in their habits, although initially only in concept hardware.

The man today believes to possess a virtual existence, controlled and mediated by the intangible - the software.

This evolution is only reachable thanks to a technology called "electricity."

This technology is so important for humanity that it shaped his existence on electricity ecosystem!
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Global Energetic Model

2014 - Total Final Consumption by Fuel (Mtoe)
- Oil: 47%
- Natural Gas: 20%
- Coal: 3%
- Electricity: 22%
- Biofuels and waste: 6%
- Geothermal, Solar, Wind, etc.: 2%

2014 - World Electricity Generation by Fuel (TWh)
- Coal: 41%
- Natural Gas: 22%
- Hydro: 16%
- Nuclear: 11%
- Geothermal, Solar, Wind, etc.: 6%
- Oil: 4%
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Global Energetic Model

To generate electricity is used a majority non-renewable sources (67%*) which emit near 40% of the total CO2 emissions in the world.
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**Challenges: Environment**

**Climate Change**

CO2 is the main gas causing the greenhouse effect, and today the quantities emitted are excessive. So we are contribute effectively to the Climate Change.

The United Nations indicate for survival of the species (including human) the increase of temperature at planet just old more 2°C, at limit more 4°C.
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Challenges: Sustainable Development

Urban Populations Growing

In 2014, 1.3 billion people, i.e., 1 in every 5 of the world's population had no access to electricity.

In 2010 more than half the population lived in urban areas and it is expected that in 2050, 7 people in 10 are city residents.
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**Challenges: Sustainable Development**

**Sustainable Energy for All**

The United Nations alert to the energy paradigm of societies, in particular to the poorest countries, where it was agreed that the "energy" must be provided to all citizens as it’s fundamental to the fulfillment of all the "Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)".
Why Energy (and its consumption) is Important?

New Governance Model: Sustainable Energy 4All
How

How we (testers) can help?
How we can help?

Here we are: Testers!

Software Testers are ready to help

A Software Tester performs an activity all over the software production cycle, from the collection of Requirements, to the support the delivery of the software product to customer or end user.

The Testing activity can be qualitative and quantitative by measurements at the code level, functionality or feature of a software program.

We live for Quality Assurance!
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Here we are: Testers!

Where can we help?

A computer system, or computer, is the set of physical electronic devices (hardware) capable of performing algorithmic calculations in accordance with certain procedures defined by logical (software).

Actually, a computer consumes more than 65% of power capacity dealing with processing tasks (CPU+GPU).
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Here we are: Testers!

HW + SW as whole

A Software Tester can measure the energy consumption without established barriers between software and hardware.

The ISO 14756:1999 indicates:

“\textit{In order to measure the influence of software on the time behavior of a data processing system it is necessary to measure the time behavior of the whole system.}.”
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Measure Tools

We can measure the energy consumption by two ways: **physical** (direct and indirect) and **emulated** (simulated).

**Physical measurement** devices can be done with wattmeter (power meter) or a clamp-on meter.
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**Measure Tools**

There are also the measuring tools who simulated consumption:

- IPPET from Intel
- Joulemeter from Microsoft
- and more frequently add-ons for the integration into software development tools like Microsoft Visual Studio Energy Consumption profiler
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Sharing Results

Case Study A - mathematical algorithm

- Resolution of a mathematical algorithm
- 3 source code created: Two by students and the third by an academic teacher
- Compile the source code to run on W7
- Testing using Microsoft Joulemeter
- 2 different architecture System Under Testing (Laptop and fixed workstation)

Thanks to
PhD. José Coelho
INESCTEC - Jose.Coelho@uab.pt
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Sharing Results

Case Study A - mathematical algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Consumption</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUT</td>
<td>TC.1 (Ws)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ %</td>
<td>502 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sharing Results

Case Study B – Best Browser Starting

Session-Based Testing

• Find the best browser to start-up with homepage of by the point of view of energy consumption. Each browser make 20 runs to capture the energy consumption average.

Browsers on test:

• Mozilla Firefox 45.0.1
• Microsoft Edge 25.10586.0.0
• Google Chrome Version 49.0.2623.110

Testing using

• Intel Platform Power Estimation Tool (IPPET)
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Case Study B – Best Browser Starting

Energy consumption - Browser Benchmark

- Mozilla Firefox
- Google Chrome
- Microsoft Edge

Energy consumption (Ws) vs Time (s)
How we (testers) can help?

- The **stakeholders** should know that energy consumption can be an **important requirement**.
- The evaluation of energy consumption must be **done by independent and qualified testers**.
- The **testers should identify the best tool** to each project given the variability and risks of imprecision of each type.
- **Testing activity can be used to compare** to an earlier version of a our product, or is with similar product on market, or is only for knowing the performance on different platforms.
- We should not be surprised with **results** because we can find extreme situations:
  
  > **4000% of energy consumption compared to the control version**
THANK YOU